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It is shown that the Dissete Alfvén \ilave can explain the natural oscillations of
solar prominences by considering the existence ofä current flow. DiscîÌete AfvéNl
\ñraves anc a neu/ class of Alfuén waves which is described by the inclusion of
finiæ ion cyclotron ftrequency (co/rci * 0) and/or the equilibrium plasma current.
In this paper lve consider only the current effect since in prominences orlro"i = o.
We have modeled the prominences as a cylindrical plasma, surounded 6y gr
ideally conducting wall (corona), wiü L >> a where L and a are the plasdoa
column length and radius, respectively. rile have sho$,n the spectrum of the
discrete Alfuén waves as ñ¡nction of the.plasma curtent.

ONDAS DE ALFVÉT.¡ OTSCNETAS EM PROEMINÊNCIAS SOLARES:
EsruDos PRELIMINARES - É mostrado que a onda de Alfvén discreta po-
de explicar as oscilações naturais das proeminências solares ao considerar a eiis-
tência de uma corrente. Ondas de Alfvén discretas são urna nova classe das ondas
de Alfvén que é descrita pela inclusäo da frequência ciclotônica de fon (r¡,t¡osi t
O) e/ou devido a corrente de plasma. Neste trabalho consideramos sorneníê ã
efeito da corrente desde que em proeminências orlot"¡ : O. O modelo utilizado pa-
ra proeminência é, um plasma cilfndrico limitado poi uma parede condutora (coio-
na) com L >> a, onde L e a são, respectivamente, comprimento e raio da coluna
de plasma. Mostramos que o espectrro das ondas de Alfuên discretas é uma função
da corrente de plasma.

1. INTRODUCTION

DISCRETE ALFVÉN WAVES IN SOLAR PROMINENGES: PRELIMINARY sTUDiEs
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& PAULO H. SAKANAKA4

The discrete Alfuén tvaves are a nev/ class of
Alfrén wave$ which is described by the inclusion of
the finite ion cyclotron frequency (orl<,1"i * O) t€rms
and considering the equilibrium plasma curr€nt
(Appert & Vaclavik, 1987). These u/aves a¡e sensitive
to the equilibrium magnetic field geomeûry.
Experimental (De Chambrier et al., 1982) and
numerical (Ross et aI., 1982> results concerning the
antenna loading of tokamak plasmas show the
evidence of resonance peaks at frequencies just below
the Alfvén continuum (Appert et al., 1982a). The
resulting peaks are related to the excitation of discrete
eingenmodes of the Alfuén wave. In solar plasmas tlre
evidence of global oscillations that might be associated
with discreæ Alfvén waves were reported by Balthazar
et al. (1986) and Kouthchmy er al. (1983).

Since it is reasonable to assuÍþ that a ctrrent is
flowing along the solar prominences (fandberg-
Hansen, 1974) and that it allows the propagation of
the discrete Alfvén modes, we propose that this
propagation is the cause of the natr¡ral oscillations of
prominences. It should also be mentioned that no
compleæly convincing theory for oscillations in

prominences has yet The CGS system of
units is used throughout this paper.

In Section 2 we discuss the Alfvén wave
dispersion relation for the case of srnall magnetic
twist. In Section 3 we show the conclusions.

2. ALFVÉN WAVES IN A COLD CT'RREIYT
CARRYING HOMOGENEOUS PLASMA:
SMAI I TWIST (Bg I B7 << l)

In this paper, we are interested in exploring the
possibitity of the existence of these modes in the solar
prominences. Thersfore, rather than intrroducing the
complicated magnetic field structure, we adopt a
simple model yet the essenoe of physics can be
brought out. riló will show that, witlrin MHD theory,
when a bounded plasma is assumed, there will be new
discrete modes besides the shear Alfvén and
magnetosonic modes with the angular frequency or a
little below the shear Alfuén frequency. The spectrum
of these modes depend on <rllro"¡ and the plasma
current, as a first order quantity. We take as model for
the solar prominence a straight m4gnetized cylindrical
pl,asma with radius a and length L with current I
flowing along its length and surrounde{ by an ideally
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conducting wall (corona). Since in pronrinences rolor"¡
is very small we consider it as negligible, so veen can
use the MHD tbeory. rile assr¡me two coqronents of
the magnetic field; one along the axis of the cylinder,
Bz, and the other in the azimuthal dfuection, Bg. The
laüer one is due to the plasma cur€nt. fire magnetic
field lines ae then trvisted around the cylinder.

In this section we consider that tlrc current is
relatively small (although in absolute vah¡e this may
be large) so that BOIB, << 1, 'ûrat is, the twist is
srnall.

Assuming the tirne and space dependence of the
¡rrturbation quantities as f(r) exp li(kVz * m0 - ort)],
in cylindrical coordinates, and using the atr4noxirnation
ðltr - ik¡, known as "WKB" a¡4noxirnation, A¡ryert
et al. (1982b) reported the following dispersion
relation, for the small shear (or small twist) case:

ïto2 - u) vll [r,r2 - vl ftf + k2r + k2/)l .

Díscrete Alfuén waves ín solar promínences: prelímínary studíes

a2:az'{ r-#t,u'éÐ}

Assuming that

lla = kr and k,. = k1, we obtain:

,'=rl.Ll.t-2rþf

rr,-*2,,L+ffir:0, (r)

where

kI : (mlr) BrolBo - k Bge/Be

k/ : kBzo/Bo + (m/r) Bgo/Bo

k: k/ BolBzo - (m/r) Bgs/Br.

vA : Bt(4t p)1t2, Beo : Bg(r:a),

p is the plasma rnass densi6r.

There are three eigenmodes, the first (the first
brackeQ representing the shear Alfuén, the second
(second bracket) the magnetosonic and ttle last the
discrete Alfvén. Rewriting the dispersion relation of
the discrete Alfuén mode and seüing it equal to znro
we have

(3)

lVe see from eq. (3) ftat the shear in thc
equilibrium magnetic field @6n * 0) produces a riew
eigenmode for the cylindrical plasma, with the angular
ftrequency below the shear Alfvén @uency by a
factor [1 - 2(BgolBzo)2]. ttre shear term -2(B.oAlBoù2
in acn¡al prominence is not necessarily small wþisþ
means that we need nurnsrical calculations to obain
the dispersion relation for the discrete Alfuén !\'ave.
This is the subject for tlre next pa,per.

Equæion (3) is the mein ¡sgull of this section. We
can clearly see from this equation that the field twist
due to the plasma cunent will lower the Alfvén
frequency. The frequency mismatch La2 : ,1, - t,
could be a good index quantity to be used to calèulaæ
tlrc magnetic shear of the solar prominence, and so, the
plasma cun€nt along with it. In other word¡ the
decrease of ol is directly related to the increase of
current (that irnplies the increase of B6o). It means
that, if the curent flow in the prominence is increasing
in time, it might be possible to obsen¡e the decrease of
o in time. lVe might way that it is a good proposal to
observe the variation of o¡ with time since it could be a
nice way to diagnose the presence of currents in
prominences and also to infer their values. We have
clearly shown that the variations in <o is caused by
variations in the equilibrium cunent flow in the
prominence.

3. CONCLUSTONS

We have shown that the current flow in
prominences is responsible for the existence of the
discrete 41fuén wave aÍ¡ an eigenmode of that
structure. This new mode may explain the natural
oscillations of prominences with frequencies which
vary with the equilibrium current and lie below the
shear Alfvén continuum.

We have also shown that the frequency mismaæh
between the lower edge of the Alfvén continuum and
the discrete Alfuén eigenfrequency increases as the
current increases and could be a good quantity to infer
the magnetic field twist of solar prominences.

az : a7 - (2B0ota)2 k2, B?o
A (k; + k1) (4 np "r¡)

(2)

where rol : k'Z ,'A,is the shear Alfvén wave angular
frequency.

For a better understanding of eq. (2) we cart
writ€ it as follows:
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